
to the necessary obstruction that is housed in the original 
soffit.  Depending on the depth of the cabinet, the interior 
soffit has limited impact on storage.   
 
Depending on what is housed in your soffits, many times the 
solution is manageable with minimal cost.  When the solution 
is cost prohibitive or impossible, we make it a priority to face 
the problem and create a solution with our clients.  Surprises 
are for celebrations, not your pocketbook! 

 

Leo Rosignal 
Co-Owner &  
Lead Installer 

sof·fit noun \'sä-fƏt\ 
 
Like the 1970s faux brick and bald eagle wallpaper, the soffit 
is something people want to have removed from their kitch-
ens.  It seems to be wasted space to many homeowners.  A 
great place to hang a clock….or any number of collections 
until you’ve just had enough!  You want it gone. 
 
Most often there is something housed within a soffit on at 
least one of the wall runs; heating, electrical or plumbing.  
Surely you’ve heard stories, big ticket stuff.  Plans gone 
awry!  It does happen.  But before River Oak Cabinetry final-
izes remodel plans with our client, we explore the soffits for 
any content that could cause a financial or construction sur-
prise.     
 
Recently upon exploring a soffit we found a main plumbing 
pipe.  The wall with the pipe was to have a chimney style 
hood installed as well as a corner cabinet with glass doors.  
To explore all options available to our client, we called in the 
plumber.  The plumber provided a quote to reroute the 
plumbing line; freeing up the space for 42” cabinets, chimney 
hood and beautiful tile backsplash.  Then the client decided 
this was the direction they wished to go.  Plans can be 
changed easily when they are on paper.  No surprises here! 

 
Another client example was a soffit containing HVAC ducts.  
After calling in our HVAC professional, this reroute was de-
termined to be extensive and cost prohibitive.  So our solu-
tion in this example was to remove the soffit, install the new 
42” cabinets and then rebuild the soffit on the interior of the 
cabinet.  Our installer, Leo, does this often.  This interior sof-
fit is made from the same material as the interior of the cabi-
net.  In some cases, the “Leo soffit” is smaller and more fitted 

Below is a canopy styled hood. It would be 
installed below a cabinet with exhaust pipe out 
of sight and is routed to exterior of home. 
 
Right is chimney styled hood. Wall is exposed 
on either side of chimney.  Chimney goes to 
ceiling. Exhaust pipe is in chimney piece & 
routes to the exterior of home. 

In the photo above, the wall of cabinetry with 
the refrigerator and double oven is a nice  
example of where a “Leo soffit” is construct-
ed.  Inside the deep upper cabinets, there is 
duct work running a length of the wall.  With 
the cabinets being the depth of a refrigera-
tor, you can imagine that boxing in duct work 
would still leave plenty of additional storage. 



WHAT’S NEW 

Kohler has introduced the new Nightlight technology toilet seat.  Safely locate your toilet 
without turning on the light.  The seat includes an LED guide light which is positioned on 
the hinge of the seat.  When the lid is lifted it illuminates the bowl. With the lid down it 
acts as a guide light.   The gentle light is a convenience for young children or anyone 
who tends to be up at night.  
 
There’s a 7-hour illumination cycle which the consumer controls with simple program-
ming.  No cords but a mere four AA batteries will operate the nightlight.  It is estimated 
batteries will last about six months.  
 
Additionally, the seat is equipped with Quiet-Close™ seat and Quick-Release™ function-
ality.  This allows the seat to close quietly without a bang and quickly detach from the 
toilet for easy removal and cleaning.  It is made of plastic and available in a variety of 
colors.  Visit www.kohler.com for more information. 

Retails for $75-$110 depending on color choice 

Is yellow tricky?  Canary, mustard, butter, daffodil, sunshine, lemon, golden; the shades are endless! 
 
Yellow is one of the easiest colors to see from a distance hence taxis being yellow.  In racing, a yellow flag signals caution.  
“Tie a yellow ribbon ‘round the old oak tree”, sang Tony Orlando in the 70s, to send a message about romance.  Yellow 
ribbons in hair and around trees have also become a way to symbolize a welcoming home or remembrance of  military  
service people. 
 
In Feng Shui, yellow is considered the absolute color of happiness and warmth according to a published Feng Shui practi-
tioner.  She added that the correct use of these colors will bring a vibrant warmth but also gentle energy. 
 
Conversely, the professionals at Color Matters says yellow is one of the most fatiguing of colors.  Yellow, being bright, re-
flects more light and can overstimulate the eye.   
 
Not only eyes become excessively stimulated.  A 1980s study conducted by Harry Wohlfarth, a professor at University of 
Alberta, Canada, suggests that additional physical reactions occur.  His study showed that blood pressure, pulse and respi-
ration rates increased the most under yellow light. 
 
Maybe the old wives’ tales about babies crying more in a yellow room had some credence after all?   
 
Whatever your choice, just remember that the vivid lemon yellows may indeed be best in moderation either as accent col-
ors or in a small space like a powder room.  Note: yellow is a wonderful companion for most blues, grey and similar citrus 
tones. 

 

YELLOW IS A TRICKY COLOR 

 
Two common trends being experienced throughout the remodeling industry are happening in the bathroom.   
 
Showers have been become more popular than tubs for several years.  Homeowners are now looking to elevate their 
shower experience rather than a tub experience.  One feature disappearing is the shower curb.  The floor level in the bath-
room space is uninterrupted as it transitions to the shower floor.  Drainage may be your first thought.   This is addressed by 
a host of new linear shower drains as well as a professional’s ability to pitch the floor towards the drain system, leaving the 
floor barrier free.  This becomes a perfect solution for mobility challenged individuals, universal design or to create a spa 
like feel. 
 
Customers who want a tub experience are requesting stand alone tubs.  They accomplish a structural element as well as 
take up less space in a bathroom than the traditional tiled in tub deck. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS 



NAPERVILLE TRANSITIONAL KITCHEN & A CUTE DOG 

It started with a hood.  Well it started with a 25 year old kitchen that needed up-
dates.  Then came the hood.  The homeowner selected this stylish contempo-
rary stainless steel hood.  And the design followed.  The cabinets are a frame-
less cherry, clean lined design.  Countertops are Fantasy Brown granite .  The 
backsplash is marble subway.  Behind the hood is glass tile mosaic in soft greys 
and neutrals. 
 
The island houses additional storage, terrific workspace as well as garbage and 
recycling center.   
 
A notable highlight of this kitchen remodel, and most we do, is the addition of an 
abundance of lighting.  Recessed lighting was installed in the ceiling, stylish 
pendants over the island and under cabinet lighting to illuminate workspaces.  
The hood itself also has a light focusing on the cooktop. 

Soffits were removed to make way for additional cabinetry all 
around the kitchen.  The wall opposite the sink has pantry   
storage with roll out shelves.  Above are deep cabinets for those  
items not used regularly.  To the right of the double oven, a  
specialty cabinet was used to hide the microwave.  It’s perfectly 
situated above a small counter space to assist with preparation. 

And this is Summer...their very cute dog.     Do you have a very cute dog?  Make him or her some tasty treats! 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees 

2 eggs 

1/2 cup canned pumpkin 

2 tablespoons dry milk 

1/4 teaspoon sea salt 

2 1/2 cups brown rice flour  

1 teaspoon dried parsley 

(optional) 

 In large bowl, whisk together eggs & pumpkin. Stir in dry 

milk, sea salt, and dried parsley (if using, optional). Add brown rice 

flour gradually, combining with spatula or hands to form a stiff, dry 

dough. Turn out onto lightly floured surface (can use the brown rice 

flour) and if dough is still rough, briefly knead and press to combine.

 Roll dough between 1/4 – 1/2″ and use biscuit or other 

shape cutter to punch shapes, gathering and re-rolling scraps as you 

go. Place shapes on cookie sheet, no greasing or paper necessary. 

Bake 20 minutes. Remove from oven and carefully turn biscuits over, 

then bake additional 20 minutes. Allow to cool completely on rack. 



 
 

 
 A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional  

journey—one that should begin with partners you trust.  
 

With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in  
creativity, River Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance  
of practicality and originality. 
 

It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution  
that inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family. 
 

With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List,  
you can be confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with  
the care and respect that you deserve. 
 

 

Call us today for your free  
design consultation. 

10047 S. BODE STREET, PLAINFIELD IL  60585    
PHONE 630.355.7900    
www.riveroakcabinetry.com 


